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The study of nonlinear disordered systems has recently become the subject of a great deal of research [1] . A model that has been widely used as an approximate description of quasi-one-dimensional physical phenomena is the sine-Gordoll (SG) equation (see, for instance, [2] and references therein). The effects of a large variety of perturbations on the properties of that equation have been investigated (see [3, 4] for recent reviews). However, starting from the seminal work by Fogel et al. [5] , only a few papers have been devoted to disordered systems, corresponding to the addition of certain properly chosen inhomogeneous terms to the original equation. In particular, a simple form of inhomogeneity, which to some extent is amenable to analytical work, is a spatially periodic, external potential. The propagation of SG kinks on such a potential has been previously studied by Mkrtchyan and Shmidt [6] and Malomed and Tribelsky [7] , and the same.
problem has been analyzed as the limiting case of a spatial lattice of impurities when this lattice becomes very dense [8] .
. In this work we concern ourselves with the influence of these periodic potentials on the SG breathers. Some preliminary work has been done by Pascual [9] . We introduce this issue as an excellent example of the competition between two characteristic length scales, which is an ubiquitous phenomenon in real physical systems: In this case, these length scales are the breather width (AB) and the perturbation period (Ap). The aim of this work is twofold. First, our immediate goal is to learn whether the particle picture of solitons, often very useful, holds or not, and, if not, when and how it breaks down due to this perturbation; second, our ultimate purpose is to apply our results to nonlinear wave propagation in potentials which are stochastic in space (this problem has been considered in [10] ), viewing the periodic potential as a particular component or "color" of the noisy one. As is explained below, understanding one color is a fundamental input to treating propagation in a general color distribution. On the other hand, we are also interested in comparing the phenomena we are describing here to those caused by the same kind of potential on the nonlinear Schrodinger (NLS) equation, often viewed as a weak 45 nonlinearity limit of the SG equation. Our investigations on this related system are planned to be reported elsewhere [11] .
To approach the above issues, we have carried out a number of numerical simulations spanning large intervals of the problem parameters, namely, the lengths ratio (AB / Ap) and the potential strength «(). We have found that there are basically three possible behaviors for the breather, largely independent of its amplitude.
Thus, if AB < Ap (see Fig. 1 ) the breather can indeed be considered a particle in the external periodic potential, and if AB > Ap, this is still valid except that now the effective potential in which the particle moves is. not the original but a renormalized one; on the contrary, if AB ~ Ap (competing lengths), this particlelike behavior ceases to be true even for small ( values, and the breather rapidly breaks up, either into a kink-antikink (f{-f{) pair (if its amplitude is large enough) or into two or more breathers, involving always a great amount of radiation.
Interestingly, we also found that breather breakup happens also for noncompeting lengths when ( is above a certain threshold (c, which depends on AB/AP> We have also observed for large AB/ Ap nonradiative splitting of large-amplitude breathers into f{-f{ pairs, which seems to have its origin in energetic considerations and not in 
and we are mainly interested in the behavior of breathers, whose expression in the unperturbed case is
The length scale of the potential is gi ven by Ap = 211"/ k. In principle, several analytical techniques are available to tackle this problem. Nevertheless, all of them involve very difficult calculations and it turns out at last that the amount of information one can obtain from them is limited in terms of the phenomena outlined above. We will summarize them here for completeness, as well as a suggestion of further research. The first one is inverse scattering transform (1ST) perturbation theory [3] . 1ST perturbation theory provides information in two complementary ways: the adiabatic corrections to the unperturbed breather, which neglect radiative contributions treating the breather as a particle (and leading to the same results as other, simpler collective coordinates techniques, see below), and the nonadiabatic estimations of the amount of radiation [3, 13] . 1ST perturbation theory is useful in the small-£ regime; this restricts the interval of interest to the competing lengths region because, away from it, small-£ values have little effect on the breathers (see Fig. 1 ); it will be interesting to ~valuate the radiation contribution in the competition region, which, were it large, would indicate~at somejnstability is developed by the breather when its length is similar to the perturbation wavelength. This is quite complicated, but there is progress in that direction in the case of the NLS equation with spatially periodic potentials [11] .
A different procedure, which has the advantage of its easy physical interpretation, is the already mentioned one of the collective coordinates (see [14] for a very recent account on these techniques). We will show that they indeed provide some useful information, without overly involved algebra. With the basic assumption that the effect of the potential on the breather is to allow it to move, without changing its shape, it is possible to derive [further detail is planned to be given elsewhere [12] , but the basis is the fact that the evolution under Eq.
(1) conserves energy, see, e.g:-, [3] ] the following effecti ve potential for the breather coordinate at rest:
where I< == k/sinjL = AB;>'P and z, defined by sinhz == tanjLsin(t cos,u) (to = 0), is a measure for the distance between the kink and the antikink bound in the breather. From this expre;sion, it immediately turns out that if the collective coordinate approach is valid, for small AB / Ap the breather will move in an effective potential which is similar to, and of the order of magnitude of, the one entering Eq. (1), namely,
whereas if AB / Ap becomes very large, the resulting effecti".e potential Veff(XO'Z) ex: cos(kxo)/sinh(I<1I"/2) is negligible for practical purposes. The question as to whether t1!ere is a re.gime in which such an effective potential makes physical sense can only become clear after comparing to the simulations. However, some agreement can be expected for small £, at least when AB / Ap is far away from 1 (i.e., the lower left regions of Fig. 1 ). Unfortunately, Eq. (3) also points out some of the main obstacles to any analytical treatment, namely, the breather-time dependence; obtaining a similar effective potential but for a moving breather is a harder task. There is-still another way to obtain insight, but it has the drawback that it only applies to small-amplitude breathers, while the two summarized above do not impose a priori any restriction on the breather amplitude. This approach is based on the well-known fact that a perturbed NLS equation can be derived from Eq. (1) to describe breathers in the limit of large frequency (equivalently small amplitude) ;,.)8 = COSfL;S 1. To achieve this, it is enough to look for solutions of Eq. At a step in this procedure, one has to specify how 0 and £ relate to each other. To reach Eq. (5), this must be set to £ ~ 0 2 , which means that Eq. (5) is only valid for small-amplitude breathers on even smaller perturbations. This limitation is often overlooked, and we believe that keeping it in mind is crucial to make a correct comparison of NLS soli tons to small-amplitude SG breathers. It is possible to remove this restriction by starting from more sophisticated Ansatze, including terms in P and 0 3 (see [15] ; see also [16] ); this technique leads to a more complicated perturbed NLS equation, given by
which, in turn, only requires ( ::::: 8 for it to be valid up to 0 (8 3 ) . We see that the comparison of SG and NLS results is not at all trivial, and seriously depends on the perturbation regime one is interested in. On the other hand, both Eqs. (5) and (6) imply two interesting consequences: first, there can be an "effective renormalizatio11" of the wave number of the perturbation as a function of its strength, and, second, the effects of it on the breather will show the same wave number as the original periodic potential (in the original x coordinate). Equation (6) gives the additional information that the gradients of the wave field are going to play an important role in the evolution of the breather. A more detailed analysis of both equations can provide some hints of mechanisms that can be acting in larger-amplitude breathers, and will be addressed elsewhere.
Let us now move to the main topic of this report, namely, the numerical simulations we have carried out on Eq. (1). Our numerical procedure was based on the Strauss-Vazquez scheme [17] , which recently has turned out to be very appropriate to deal with perturbed 11011-linear Klein-Gordon equat.ions (see [18] and references therein). As we are interested in the effect of the perturbation on breathers, we start from an unperturbed one as the initial condition; in most of the simulations the breather is placed at x = 0 (a maximum of the periodic potential) but some other locations (bottom, inflection points) have been also considered. Notice that the problem can be different if the breather is adiabatically (i.e., with f increased slowly from zero) placed on the potential. For the current report, we restrict ourselves to breathers initially at rest, in an attempt to understand the main features of their evolution. This is a prelude to the dynamical problem, which, as we already stated, is expected to exhibit some smoothing of the static breather's instabilities. The boundary conditions are taken to be periodic. The spatial mesh size is chosen so that the equations are in the continuum regime, without any discrete effect. The breather evolution is fol- 25 000 time steps.
In Fig. 2 we show some typical our numerical simulations, from a breather behaving in a particlelike manner (AB <: Ap), over a breather decaying into radiation due to competition of length scales (AB ~ Ap), to a breather smoothing over a short-wavelength potential (AB ~ Ap). In Fig. 3 we show anI-either breaking up into kink and antikink upon a small change of J1..
The outcome of our numerical simulation program is summarized in Fig. 4 , which completes the qualitative picture we already presented in Fig. 1 . We start by describing the small-c regime, equivalently, the lower part of the "phase diagram" of with respect to the initial breather but still it keeps its coherence and behaves like a single elementary excitation. The main changes it undergoes are a modulation of its shape, which develops ''ripples'' with the same period of the perturbing potential, and an increase of the breathing frequency. It is also worth noticing that it emits a certain amount of radiation at the very beginning of the evolution, but after this transient and achieving a suitable shape, radiation ceasescompleteiy. Far from AB/Ap = 1 we have checked that there is a good qualitative agreement with the predictions of the effective potential in Eq. (3): Indeed, when AB/Ap --0, the breather behaves very much like a particle, including features such as being eventually removed from its metastable initial state by numerical roundoff errors and then sliding down to one of the two neighboring wells; on the other hand, when AB/).P is large, the effects on the breather both on its shape, its frequency, and its center position become barely visible. We also note that for these small c values, the shape of small-amplitude breathers is very similar to the predictions arising from Eq. (6) of a modulated envelope t/J(X, r). With respect to the initial position, rrlOv1!lg it to a bottom of the periodic potential results in the same basIc behavior, whereas any other starting point will give rise to breathers showing local differences in breathing frequency (when AB / Ap is small, otherwise again the potential influence is negligible) in addition to the abov~_descrihed, mainlyparticlelike characteristics.
This plcturechanges dramatically as the initial breather approaches the competing lengths region AB/ Ap ~ 1. In this regime, the breather is no longer stable: The radiating transient ends up in a huge amount of radiated energy and in a rapid decay of the breather or its breakup either into two or more breathers or into a K-K pair. Sometimes this breakup is even more spectacular: The initial breather jumps over several potential barriers and finishes breaking into several breatherlike excitations, hardly distinguishable from radiation. The whole process seems to happen in a time of the order of magnitude of 10 or less in dimensionless units, and it is important to stress that even rather small values of t (around 0.1) can give rise to this clearly nonperturbative behavior. ~ remark is in order concerning the breaking into K-f{, namely, that this decay channel seems to be available only for large-amplitude breathers (J1. ~ 1.5 the ones we studied, where the separatrix from f{-f{ for the unperturbed system is J1. = 7r/2). In connection with this, another important result we have obtained in this AB / Ap ~ 1 region is the extreme sensitivity of the outcome on the precise-e value: Small changes in this parameter can lead, for large-amplitude breathers, to breaking into breathers, into f{ -f{, or into radiation [see, e.g., the sequence at loglQ( AB / Ap) = 0.5 in Fig. 41 ; analogously, this dependence appears for loweramplitude breathers in that they can decay to breathers or just radiation. Finally, typically this radiated energy is eventually trapped in the wells of the potential, forming some small-amplitude, localized excitations.
Having summarized our main findings for small c, we noW describe the full "phase diagram" in Fig. 4 . Briefly, the same breakup phenomena arise for each value of (1) becoming negative (in other words, the natural frequency of the system can be imaginary). This is what we already depicted in the schematic Fig. 1 . However, the real situation appearing from the simulations is more complicated, because there is not a single critical value but, rather, a narrow region or sequence of f values for each AB / Ap below which breathers are preserved, above which breathers are broken, and inside which the precise outcome (breaking or nonbreaking) strongly depends on the chosen c. Furthermore, large-amplitude breathers undergo a different process: They can nonradiatively break up into f{-f{ pairs, nonradiatively meaning that the process is smooth and that we have not seen an appreciable quantity of radiation in the system (see Fig. 3 ). This process is not necessarily correlated with the competition of lengths, because the resulting f{-f{ pair is made up of kinks, each one of which may cover several wavelengths of the perturbation potential, aside from the lack of radiation characteristic of the competing lengths mechanism. This region can be seen in Fig. 4 as the crosses near the rightmost edge of the AB/Ap axis.
We can now try to give a global picture of the result of our study of Eq. (1). We believe that our "phase diagram" (Figs. 1 and 4) indeed describes the parameters regimes in which the system scales to a situation where either nonlinearity is dominant (below the solid line in Fig. 1 , white zone in Fig. 4) or disorder, in the sense of inhomogeneity, is dominant (above the solid line in Fig. 1 , black zone in Fig. 4) . Besides, we can conclude that this periodic potential is actually very relevant to the study of general disorder, i.e., most random (excluding probably extreme cases like white noises) potentials, because it shows that for small perturbations the only important length scale of such a noisy medium would be the one of the length of the excitation that one is trying to propagate (in our case, the breather length), whereas all other "colors" in the stochastic perturbation are either smoothed out or have only adiabatic effects. They have very little influence on nonlinear excitations, aside, of course, from the long-wavelength Fourier components which will drive the system as a whole in a particle sense.
The underlying mechanism responsible for this length selection is not clear at present. From our work we have learned that it is by no means a global one, e.g., the energy injected in the system by just placing the breather in the potential. These global quantities are in most parameter regions very small and irrelevant. It is likely that local equilibria between the extra potential energy and the wave-field gradients are the main drivers of the breather breakup. This interpretation arises both from the simulations, that show how these gradients grow as f increases, and from the approach given by Eq. (6) which shows that 'l/;x is playing a role in the smallamplitude breather evolution. On the contrary, global energetic considerations are more suitable explanations of the nonradiative, f{ -f{ breakup of large-amplitude breathers, as we will report elsewhere [12] . We also want to stress again the fact that we have performed similar simulations on the NLS system [11] and find the same kind of "phase diagram," which is a good indication that NLS-like approaches to the SG breather problem can be helpful: for instance, Eqs. (5) and (6) show how the potential strength can enter through a renormalization of the wave number. This is in accordance with the breakup phenomena on the AB/ Ap > 1 side of the abscissa of our "phase diagram": strong potentials of large wave number are effectively leading to behaviors like those of smaller wave-number perturbations, thus causing breakup processes to be activated. On the other side of the axis (AB / Ap < 1) such an f: renormalization would lead to spatial intervals of almost constant potential, which, provided they were large and extended enough, would prevent breathers from existing inside them, this being not a length competition but a local change in the allowed breather frequencies.
Although Eq. (1) is rather difficult to study analytically, we hope to obtain further insight into the competing lengths mechanism along the following lines: The NLS-like equations (5) and mostly (6) look like promising points from which to obtain information on the radiative mechanism governing small-amplitude breather breakup. We have shown enough evidence that this mechanism is quite general, with the only possible exception of largeamplitude breathers where a I<-I< decay channel is available. Perturbation theory for these equations would then tell us something about the small-f: region of the "phase diagram." The limiting lines between breaking and non~ breaking for large f: (equivalently for >'B / Ap far away from 1) might be understood through numerical linear stability analysis of the perturbed breather shape, studying how the corresponding spectrum evolves with e; the main problem of such an approach is the time dependence of the breather, but either a suitably chosen averaging or a good Ansatz for its shape may remove this difficulty. Lastly, a complementary view would be to simulate the same problem, Eq. (1), but starting from plane waves of different wavelengths instead of breathers; such a numerical work would give a different perspective of the length competition. This length competition will be more relevant for certain experimental situations (i.e., more uniform energy input) and will address the formation of soli tons from modulational instabilities in the presence of disorder. We envisage scaling to linear disorder fixed points (localization) for strong disorder but to nonlinear fixed points (soliton formation) for sufficiently strong nonlinearity and length competition. If solitons are formed, the scenario discussed earlier in this report takes over.
In conclusion, we have completed an exploratory program of numerical work on SG breathers initially at rest on spatially periodic potentials. We have found that low-amplitude perturbations are only relevant when their length scale is of the order of that of the breather, leading to its breakup. For other length ratios perturbation strengths above a zone of critical values are needed to give rise to the same effects. This behavior does not depend on the breather amplitude except when this amplitude opens the I<-I< breakup channel. Small-amplitude SG breathers and NLS soli tons are seen to behave quite similarly. In this sense the behavior of breather solitons in mono-color spatial disorder is a key component to understanding their transport in disorder of general color. This preliminary work allows usto propose some explanations for this group of phenomena which are qualitatively corred,ancl to seiect further research lines capable to complete and make our picture quantitative. Work along these lines is in progress [11, 12] . 
